ing on its petroleum cargo, Maumee departed Venezuela on 26 December, and reached 60°S. on 19
January 1976. The voyage to McMurdo Sound via
Panama was uneventful until 21 January, when,
at 71 027'S. 177046'E., as Maumee proceeded at dead
slow in heavy pack ice about 725 kilometers north
of McMurdo Station, the ship's bow suffered a 5meter gash (see March 1976 Antarctic Journal, page
40). Despite this damage, and with assistance from
Burton Island, Maumee safely reached McMurdo
with its cargo intact on 25 January. Maumee departed McMurdo on 29 January after discharging
its cargo, and reached Port Lyttelton, New Zealand,
on 10 February. Temporary repairs were made to
the ship's bow in New Zealand, and Maumee reached
Jacksonville, Florida, on 20 March.
USNS Towle. Towle arrived at Port Hueneme,
California, on 15 December, intending to make use
of an extra week to perform routine boiler repairs
before loading up and departing for New Zealand and Antarctica on 19 December. Unfortunately, events did not turn out this way. When
opened, the boilers were found to require extensive and time-consuming repairs, and problems
also appeared in other areas, the most serious
being the discovery of cracked hull plating in the
area of the shaft alley. Dry-docking of the vessel
was required, and the nearest available dry-dock
proved to be San Francisco, California. Late on
6 January, repairs complete, Towle sailed from San
Francisco. But a failure of the stern gland packing
on 8 January created a serious leak and forced the
ship to divert to San Diego, California, for more
repairs. Finally, on 11 January, the ship once again
departed for New Zealand and Antarctica.
On 27 January, Towle arrived at Port Lyttelton,
New Zealand. Three days later the ship sailed for

U.S. Coast Guard helicopter hours flown during
1975-1976 antarctic deployment.
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McMurdo. On 4 February, Towle rendezvoused
with Burton Island at the edge of the pack ice, and
arrived at McMurdo on 7 February. Towle berthed
at the McMurdo ice wharf, and in 5 days its cargo
was offloaded. On the morning of 12 February,
with 70 passengers aboard for the trip to New Zealand, Towle departed in company with Burton Island.
Little difficulty was met in clearing the pack ice,
and Towle arrived at Port Lyttelton on 17 February.
From there Towle proceeded first to Seal Beach,
California, to offload cargo, and then to Port Hueneme, arriving on 10 March and thus completing
what is expected to be the last Deep Freeze voyage
ever for this veteran antarctic ship.
The cargo ship operations were supported by
National Science Foundation interagency agreement CA-165. Icebreaker support for the 19751976 U.S. Antarctic Research Program was provided by the U.S. Coast Guard.

Air operations, Deep Freeze 76
D. A. DESKO
U.S. Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six
Point Mugu, California 93043

Deep Freeze '76 air operations in support of the
U.S. Antarctic Research Program began in late
August 1975 when three Lc-130 Hercules airplanes
of U.S. Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six
(vxE-6) departed from the Squadron's home base,
Naval Air Station Point Mugu, California, for the
annual "Winfly" (winter fly-in) to McMurdo Station, Antarctica. U.S. Navy Rear Admiral J . B.
Stockdale, at the time immediate senior commander of the Squadron, participated in this year's
Winfly operation, including the first turnaround
flights between McMurdo and Christchurch, New
Zealand. On 2 September 1975 two ski-equipped
Hercules landed at McMurdo despite a surprise
squall with blowing snow whipped by winds gust-

Commander Desko is commanding officer of U.S. Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six (VXE-6).
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Figure 1. Having been temporarily abandoned at dome C
(74°30'S. 123°10'E.) in East Antarctica for the 1975 austral
winter, LC-130 159129 awaits repair and recovery in the 19751976 austral summer. This photograph of the damaged Hercules was taken during a late-October 1975 aerial reconnaissance of the accident site.

ing to 25 meters per second. During Winfly, vxE-6operated Lc-130s transported 146 passengers and
over 17,428 kilograms of fresh supplies, mail, and
other cargo from Christchurch to McMurdo.
The season's first uH-1N helicopter flight in the
Antarctic was on 12 October 1975. While the rest
of the helicopters at McMurdo were being pre-

pared for the season's flight operations after their
austral winter storage at the station, one was
readied a day in advance to conduct a general reconnaissance of the accident site-15 kilometers
from McMurdo Station—where Jeffrey D. Rude, a
graduate student at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, drowned (See September/October Antarctic
Journal, page 286).
A major support project for Deep Freeze '76 was
the recovery of two Lc-130 Hercules that had been
damaged in January 1975 and left at dome C (74°
SO'S. 123°10'E.) (see March 1976 Antarctic Journal,
page 38). This relatively large operation involved
both military and civilian aircraft technicians. The
operation started on 25 October with an aerial reconnaissance of the dome C area to see if it was
practical to have sustained flight operations there
so early in the season (figure 1). The survey resuits were satisfactory, and flight operations commenced in an effort to establish a field camp at
dome C. Flight operations to Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station began the same day: the opening flight delivered 7,500 kilograms of cargo and
17 passengers.
Air operations progressed without incident until
4 November, when LC-130 148320 was damaged
on takeoff from dome C. That mishap reduced
the number of available Hercules to two, which
drastically revised the air operations plan for the
remainder of the season.
Helicopter missions and science projects continued, however, primarily in the dry valley and
McMurdo Sound areas. The pace of resupply
flights to South Pole Station was quickened to in-
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Figure 2. Its nose section
patched and otherwise
temporarily repaired, Hercules 129 nears readiness
for its 14 January 1976
flight from dome C to
McMurdo Station and on
to New Zealand and the
United States for permanent repairs.
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Figure 3. Navy and civilian
crews at dome C during
Deep Freeze '76 repair one
of two LC-130 Hercules recovered from the site last
season. The average austral summer temperature at
dome C is –30°C. Here
crews are removing a damaged engine from LC-130
148320, downed at dome C
on 4 November 1975 when
a JATO (jet assisted takeoff) cannister broke free of
its mounts and struck the
airplane's number 3 propeller.

sure the station's readiness for the 1976 austral
winter in the event that one of the remaining two
Lc-130s should also be damaged. In early November the uH-lNs temporarily evacuated the 25person team at Dry Valley Drilling Project (DvDP)
site 1(a) (DVDP hole 15) on McMurdo Sound when
an approaching storm threatened the floating ice
platform for the project's drill rig and camp. The
South Pole Station fuel bladders were filled by 5
December, and on that same day the opening flight
to Siple Station was accomplished with a load of
5,000 kilograms of cargo and 10 passengers.
Meanwhile, at dome C a skiway was prepared and
efforts to recover the damaged Hercules continued.
On 26 December Lc-130F 320 (figure 2) was flown
to McMurdo, and on 14 January LC-130R 159129—
one of the two Hercules damaged at the site in
January 1975—was also flown from dome C (figure
3). Both airplanes entered facilities for major repairs and are expected to be fully operational for
the 1976-1977 field season.
Siple Station was evacuated and closed on 31 December, in part because of the reduced air support
capability and also because one of the station's crew
developed hepatitis-B (see March 1976 Antarctic
Journal, page 39). The annual U.S. visit to the Soviet
Union's Vostok Station was on 18 January 1976,
June 1976

led by Robert H. Rutford, division director of the
National Science Foundation's Division of Polar
Programs. Also on that day the dome C field camp
was evacuated and closed for the season. The season's final flight to South Pole Station was on 11
February.
Helicopter operations for DVDP ended in January. A total of 36,000 kilograms of cargo, 2,500
kilograms of fuel, and 207 passengers were transported to and from the drill site 115 kilometers
from McMurdo Station in over 125 flight hours.
Despite reduced Lc-130 air support for most of
the season, Deep Freeze '76 air operations were considered successful: all science projects were supported as planned, and all station logistics requirements were met. The helicopters flew almost 700
sorties in 867 flight hours, and hauled over 145,000
kilograms of cargo and over 1,500 passengers. The
Lc-130s flew over 2,000 hours, and transported
about 725,000 kilograms of cargo and nearly 2,700
passengers.

These activities were supported by National
Science Foundation interagency agreement CA165.
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Public works activities,
Deep Freeze 76
HARRY SWYERS

U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
Port Hueneme, California 93043

A heavy commitment to the aircraft recovery
operation at dome C in East Antarctica, the increased use of traverses for cargo movements, the
successful use of experimental blasting techniques,
and a record production run by the water desalinization plant at McMurdo Station highlighted U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica, public works activities of the Deep Freeze '76 austral summer.
For 58 of the 75 summer support Seabees of
public works, the "summer" season began with
"Winfly" (winter fly-in) in early September. This
preseason work force was larger than those of previous years to augment the reduced crew that wintered at McMurdo in 1975. The force prepared the
annual sea ice runway complex and opened
McMurdo Station facilities for the season's 10
October commencement. Also the Winfly crew
completed construction of the new McMurdo communications transmitter facility. Working with

Lieutenant Commander Swyers, U.S. Navy, is public works
officer of the support force.

Naval Shore Electronics Engineering Activity (Pacific) personnel who installed the electronics equipment, public works Seabees readied this modern
facility for its opening on 10 November.
Preparation of the annual sea ice runway complex was hampered somewhat by storms during
September, but the work was completed in ample
time for the arrival of the first U.S. Air Force C- 141.
The early arrival of seals at Hut Point, combined
with unusually warm, sunny weather was cause for
concern that the ice runway complex would have
to be closed even earlier than the 23 December
closing of Deep Freeze '75. Continual maintenance
insured that a cover of about 5 centimeters of
"clean" snow was maintained on the runway, the
parking apron, and road surfaces. This insulating
blanket kept the complex usable until ice deterioration and a rise in ice temperatures forced closure
on 31 December.
In late October and early November, three tractor-sled cargo swings or trains transported 55
metric tons of cargo and equipment and 49,000
liters of fuel approximately 100 kilometers from
McMurdo to the vicinity of Marble Point in support of the Dry Valley Drilling Project. Each train
consisted of two low-ground pressure D-8 tractors
towing cargo sleds with a supporting tracked vehicle. This was the first U.S. heavy cargo traverse
in several years.
At McMurdo, the station's water desalinization
plant was modified to allow simultaneous operation of all three evaporator units to meet peak requirements for freshwater. Previously, only two of
the three units could operate simultaneously. A
trial production run resulted in a 24-hour record
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Part of the dome C (7410'S.
123010'E.) field camp, built
by U.S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, during
the 1975-1976 austral summer. The Jamesways
housed Navy and civilian
crews for the Deep Freeze
'76 airplane recovery effort.
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